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It's hard to defend the Earth from deadly monsters when you suspect you might be one of

them.Discovering she's a walking magical weapon is just the beginning of Ada's problems. Her

guardian thinks she's turned traitor, and her new boss has put her on goblin-catching duty. With

enemies around every corner and a centaur uprising threatening to bring a bloodbath to Earth's

doorstep, Ada and Kay are once again thrown into danger -- and a conspiracy that could change the

world as they know it.Against an enemy they quite literally can't see, Ada and Kay must face up to

the real, deadly potential of magic...Nemesis is the second book in the universe-hopping urban

fantasy Alliance series.
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I already enjoyed Adamant, the first book in the series, and couldn't wait to get my hands on the

continuation of Ada and Kay's story. I wasn't disappointed.The world building in this series is

amazing! Even in book 2, where we already have learned quite a bit in book 1, it's simply fun to

explore and experience this rich realm even further and let fantasy take full flight. Science fiction



fans get a great dose of creatures, magic and outer world scenes, making it hard to set this book

down after that last page.As to the characters, I've simply grown to love both of them. Ada is so full

of strength and often a little to ready to dive into danger, yet her hopes of doing the right thing, make

her also hesitate and sometimes reluctant in her actions--a mixture which makes her very human.

And Kay is a perfect match for her. Of course, there's a bit of romance to make the heart melt, but

this by no means over powers the story. There's action and adventure, and tension and danger. I

had no trouble sticking to the pages, waiting to discover what would happen at the end.In other

words, this is a great sequel to Adamant and has me excited to read further adventures, and see

what happens next.I received a free copy in exchange for an honest review.

First off, I was given a copy of the ebook by the author in exchange for an honest review.I enjoyed

this book a lot, it was well written, filled with action and a bit of humor, just what I like reading. It's

not a perfect book, I doubt such a thing exists. The first half of the book (roughly), had a bit less

action, but clearly set the plot and gently reminded the reader of a few important things that

happened in the first book. I really enjoyed the first book in the series (Adamant) and was looking

forward and yet dreading this sequel, having seen all to often how a good story can be ruined with

the second book, luckily that didn't happen in this case.The events In this book take place a few

weeks after the events in the first book. Ada and Kay manage to get off Earth in the first employ of

the Alliance, they end up fighting for their lives more than once as they struggle to save the Alliance

from traitors. This book seemed focused more on Kay than Ada, while in the first book it was divided

a bit more evenly between the two, but that didn't detract from the plot My only complaint about the

book is that unless more villains are created, there won't be anyone for Ada and Kay to fight soon.

I'm really looking forward to seeing what happens in the rest of the series, which is something I don't

say about many series.

NEMESIS

Received a complimentary copy to read and review. I enjoyed reading Adamant and couldn't wait to

read the next one. It was just as great as the first book. Awesome world building going on in the

series. I love the characters. This one has great twists and turns. Readers are drawn into the story

right away. I look forward to reading the next one in the series.

Love the multiverse. And all the varied worlds and well developed characters in each of these



worlds. I am really enjoying this series and following Ada and Kay on their expanding journey both

physical and romantic. Good one!

In my opinion, the best part of Nemesis is the worldbuilding and the completely new, creative take

on magic. It also has one of the best side characters ever: Markos. I hope to see more of him in the

future!
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